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Abstract 
Sort systems are introduced to improve representation and manipulation of information. While 
no single system serves all needs, it turns out that a relatively simple order-sorted system is 
especially suited to, and expressive enough for a particular application in formal software ver- 
ification. This system gives the desired powerful sort reasoner, boosting the resolution prover 
which underlies the verification tool. 
Our techniques use Frisch’s hybrid model, which localises the sort information in the sort 
reasoner, and Walther’s sorted unification algorithm. The originality of this work lies in realis- 
ing such an upgrade. On the theoretical side, the necessary foundations are laid, ranging from 
syntax and semantics of the order-sorted first-order predicate logic to a completeness theorem 
for the calculus. On the practical level, a key issue is to obtain an efficiency gain in real terms. 
In theory, this is guaranteed under a subsort-meet closure assumption. In practice, we realise 
this by a non-iterative, single step extension process. The proposed order-sorted system passes 
the final feasibility check with its successful implementation and actual use in the verification 
application. 
1. Introduction 
Embedded system software, particularly for implantable medical devices, needs as- 
surance of trustworthiness, sometimes in the ultimate form of formal proof. To be 
industrially viable, techniques need to be developed that are specially tailored to soft- 
ware engineers. With this purpose, a joint university and industry team 1 has de- 
vised a method and accompanying tools to develop formally verified software [ 10,111. 
A major aim is to separate the engineering aspects of verified software development, 
like efficiency issues, from the scientific ones, such as consistency or correctness. To 
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target especially software engineers as users, the approach taken is guided by a second 
major aim: to hide the formal (and often routine) tasks from the users as much as 
possible. Notably, generating correctness conditions and performing proofs are all done 
automatically. 
By its nature, software and its specification is very general, so that a general- 
purpose theorem prover is required - even today a lot to ask of an automatic the- 
orem prover. Given the requirement for full automatic proof and the fact that the 
specification language for the developed verification tools is first-order predicate logic, 
the choice was made of a well-understood, very common method: resolution. While 
the nature of the domain is very general, there are some structural characteristics 
that are expected to occur commonly. We can turn this knowledge into advantages 
and strengths for our prover. Firstly, many specifications, but not all, will be in the 
form of equalities, naturally arising from describing a functional behaviour. Hence, 
our resolution prover has equality built in via extra rules, thus giving equality due 
special treatment amongst the predicates. Secondly, most functional (and often rela- 
tional) descriptions have restricted domains. In that sense we can expect, and this 
is indeed the case in our application, that the specifications come with an implied 
typed universe. Specific to our application of a verification method, the specifications 
describe objects and operations to be implemented with an ordinary (procedural) pro- 
gramming language. In such a setting, not a higher-order type system but a simple 
sort system in the form of an (order) sorted universe is appropriate. Hence, the nat- 
ural procedure is to add a sort system to the resolution calculus such that it will 
exhibit this structure of the universe and exploit it as a strength for the purpose of 
proving. 
Our contribution is to actually carry out this plan: We provide the theoretical foun- 
dation of an order-sorted resolution calculus. We use the rather explicit term “order- 
sorted”, as in [2, 191, for what others, e.g. [8], refer to simply as “sorted”. We also 
show how some difficulties are mastered to obtain an implementation which guarantees 
an efficiency gain in practical terms. In particular, we show that adding order-sorting 
to RUE maintains completeness of the calculus, and that a non-iterative, single-step 
extension process suffices to obtain a meet closure of the sorts, which in turn then 
enables a unitary unification algorithm (as opposed to a finitary unification algorithm 
such as [22]). The proposed order-sorted system passes the final feasibility check with 
its successful implementation and actual use as one of the tools for the above-described 
verification method. 
To show how this upgrade of RUE by an order-sorted system improves the efficiency 
while remaining a viable calculus, we apply Frisch’s hybrid model [8]. There, the sort 
information is requested only when the theorem prover conducts a substitution: the 
prover queries the sort reasoner whether a candidate substitution is also a valid one, 
i.e. well-sorted. For resolution this happens during unification, where the sort reasoner 
then decides whether a substitution is potentially useful, discarding substitutions that 
would lead to ill-sorted expressions. 
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Inherent in this model is the typical tradeoff, that the more expressive the sort system, 
the more complex the sort reasoner, and the smaller the efficiency gain of the enriched 
resolution prover as a whole. As indicated earlier, we can opt for a relatively simple 
sort system and have thus the path cleared for a considerable strengthening of the 
theorem prover. 
In the first instance, sorts are added to first-order predicate logic in the form of 
restricting the quantifiers. Instead of unnaturally requiring some property to hold for 
all elements of the universe, we expect it to hold only for certain elements. This 
allows the classification of the universe into sorts and also allows dealing with partial 
functions (these are identified by [16] as the two most significant aspects of a sort 
system). In Section 2, special notation for function and predicate signatures and for 
a subsort preorder is introduced. Together with restricted quantifiers, this provides the 
syntax for order-sorted first-order predicate logic. We also provide a standard semantics 
for it. 
Next, we present the order-sorted resolution prover as a hybrid: Sections 3 and 4 
present the sort reasoner module and its checker, respectively, and Section 5 the res- 
olution module. In Sections 6-8, we provide further details on unification, the key 
component of the order-sorted resolution prover. In particular, we investigate how an 
order-sorted unification can actually reduce the number of substitutions returned, i.e. 
reduce the number of clauses that the resolution prover has to deal with and thus truly 
strengthen the theorem prover. We present a unitary order-sorted unification algorithm, 
which ensures that at no stage is it possible to have more solutions returned from the 
order-sorted unification than from its unsorted version. One of the difficulties in show- 
ing this property is to find a sort system with an order relation that is closed under 
meet. 
In Section 9 we turn to our central result: we show the viability of the proposed 
approach by proving that the resulting resolution gives a complete calculus. The proof 
is essentially based on Frisch’s hybrid model, when the substitutional framework for 
sorted deduction is applied to the specific case of RUE Resolution. 
In Section 10 we point out some implementation issues, while Section 11 looks at 
applications. We report on successful use in Schubert’s Steamroller problem. Lewis 
Carroll’s Salt and Mustard problem, on the other hand, leads us to understand some 
limitations in the order-sorted system as presented in this paper. And yet, our proposed 
improvements of the theorem prover already stand up to actual software engineering 
tasks, as a case study in a medical application [14], and the experience of a fully 
proved development of a parser [9], show. In the final Section 12, we draw some 
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conclusions and sketch possibilities for taking further advantage of the sorts, such as 
combining them with the purity principle during resolution [7] or during simplification 
in the form of a sorted version of a Knuth-Bendix algorithm. 
2. Syntax and semantics of SFOL 
2.1. Syntax 
To obtain order-sorted first-order predicate logic (SFOL), we add in familiar fashion 
sorts to first-order predicate logic. Hence, we move from global quantifications to 
restricted quantijication in the form Qx: S . cp and 3x: S . rp (we can then say that x 
has sort S). 
The signatures of function and predicate symbols and subsort relations are SFOL 
formulae of a distinctive form; putting these in the usual special syntax allows us to 
exploit them conveniently; see, for example, Section 10. 
For example, the natural numbers with even numbers, zero, successor function, ad- 
dition, and “twin primes” predicate can be specified as 
Even < Nat subsort signature 
0 : Even 
succ : Nat --) Nat 
add : Nat x Nat + Nat 1 
function signatures 
Twin : Nat x Nat predicate signature 
All the information in special syntax (signatures and subsort relations) is collectively 
referred to as the sorted signature. The collection of sorts is denoted by 9’. 
For applications, it is convenient to build in the following: 
- There is a greatest sort, the universal sort U, together with all the appropriate 
subsort signatures: for all S E 9’: S < U. 
U is not part of the (available) language because it is not one of the given sorts 
(i.e. U # 9) and, therefore, it will not appear in any formula or signature (apart 
from built in signature of = , as mentioned below). 
_ The equality is a built-in, binary predicate of the language and has the given sig- 
nature: _=_I Ux U. 
- Each sort S E 9 defines a unary sort predicate, S( _), with signature: S : U. 
2.2. Semantics 
The semantics of SFOL is naturally obtained from the standard interpretation of first- 
order predicate logic (FOL) together with an interpretation for the sorts themselves and 
rules for restricted quantifiers (see, for instance, [S, 21). 
Relativisation (or normalisation) serves not only as an alternative semantics for 
SFOL (this goes as far back as to [12, Ch. 3.3; 18 or 231 but also as a convenient 
translator from “sorted” to “unsorted”, as used further down. Thus, Qx: S . q(x) is 
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Table 1 
Sorted signature: Z 
& 42 
c:s 
As SFOL formula 
vx:s1 S2(x) 
S(c) 
Relativisation in FOL: 2 
vx Sl(X) * S2(x) 
S(c) 
f:S1x...xS,4S VXl :q )..., x”:& S(f(Xl,..., x,)) VXI ,..., X” (&(x1) A . A t&(x,)) =+S(f(Xl,...,X”)) 
- - 
relativised to Vx . S(x) + q(x) and 3x : S . q(x) to 3x . S(x) A q(x) (the hat indicates 
the relativised form of the now smaller formula, q(x)). On atomic formulae and con- 
nectives the relativisation has no effect. For example, x = y A -P(x) is relativised to 
x = y A -9(x). 
On the sorts we consider the subsort predicate, <, as a preorder with the reflexive 
and transitive law, but not the antisymmetric law (the predicate x < y A y cx gives rise 
to an equivalence relation and is denoted by XN y). 9’ will from now on denote the 
sorts together with the subsort preorder. 
The semantics of sorted signatures now combines the special notation for SFOL with 
relativisation in FOL as in Table 1. 
The internally created unary sort predicates get their semantics from what they were 
intended to represent in the first place: S(x) is the relativisation of 3 y : S . y =x. 
Note that in the relativisation the sorts appear as sort predicates. 
We can regard a sorted signature as part of a theory in SFOL. Here on we call a 
theory well-sorted in SFOL if its sorted signature contains exactly one signature per 
occurring function and predicate symbol. In particular, we do not allow overloading/ 
polymorphism. (Remember, equality and sort predicates are exceptions.) For sorts, 
we expect no particular subsort declarations. If two sorts have no common subsorts, 
then nothing is presumed, neither the existence nor the non-existence of common 
elements. 
Theoretically, we also need a declared constant of every (minimal) sort. That is, 
for every sort we have at least one constant-signature to ensure non-empty Herbrand 
sort-universes for order-sorted resolution, as in the well-known, unsorted case. In an 
actual proof, however, these constants are not used and therefore this does not pose 
a requirement on the use of the language in practice. 
The relativisation theorem summarises the desired connection between the sorted and 
unsorted forms [2, Theorem 4.11: a set of closed, sorted formulae cp is Z-unsatisfiable 
(i.e. has no model over the language with sorted signature Z), iff the relativised for- 
mulae including the sorted signature, $ U 2, is unsatisfiable. 
Let cp be a closed SFOL and let C be a sorted signature for it (that is, containing 
at least signatures for all the function and predicate symbols occurring in cp). 
Relativisation Theorem. q is C-unsatisfiable ifs @U 2 is unsatisjable. 
(The proof is straightforward and follows the standard approach.) 
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3. Sort reasoner 
Our main aim is to obtain a sorted resolution prover which is an improvement 
over an unsorted one. The key idea is to firstly strengthen well-formedness checking 
by a well-sortedness check, i.e. to detect early and cheaply inappropriate or incorrect 
expressions. Secondly, we want to support the resolution calculus in overcoming its 
major weakness, namely the production of useless clauses. 
We achieve this aim essentially by using a hybrid model where we factor out the 
sorted signature from the rest of the theory. (The idea of the hybrid model goes 
back to [8]. It is further exploited in Section 9.) Thus, we build a separate, very 
efficient engine that deals solely with sortedness questions, the sort reasoner. The 
well-sortedness checker and the resolution prover will then consult the sort reasoner 
just as a black box. 
According to [ 19, p. 151, the order-sorted system proposed in Section 2 is “simple” 
(the sort of a term t, [t], can be computed in constant time: [t] = the sort of the co- 
domain of the outermost function, or = the sort of the restricted quantification if t is a 
variable). 
This leads to strong properties for the sort reasoning engine: 
- efictive (constant) sort-computation and subsort decision, that is, whether one sort 
is a subsort of an other, 
- efictiue (linear) well-sortedness check (see also Section 4), and 
- a unitary order-sorted unification (treated in detail in Section 8). 
3.1. Discussion 
Obvious expansions of the sort system to, say, include term-signatures (using the 
above example with natural numbers, succ(succ(x~,,,)) : Even) have been investigated 
in [19] and shown to have in general undecidable unification. Only with further strong 
restrictions (such as: all term-signatures are function-signatures) can they be rescued 
to have a finitary - but still not a unitary - unification (see also [22]). How impor- 
tant it is for applications to actually obtain the latter property becomes clear in later 
sections. 
These findings fit in with a general observation, which Cohn describes in [4, p. 641 
as a dichotomy: 
“Usually, a criterion for deciding whether a particular kind of knowledge should 
be factored out of the general representation and treated specially is whether the 
special purpose reasoner remains decidable (the general purpose reasoner is un- 
likely to be so) and what the effect is on the computational complexity of the 
specialized reasoner”. 
More recently, Cohn used in [5] a complete Boolean lattice sort signature. We discuss 
it in more detail at the end of Section 6 in the context of unification. 
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Finally, [ 131 gives a comprehensive overview of the tradeoff between the expressive- 
ness of a representational language and its computational tractability within knowledge 
representation. 
4. Well-sortedness check 
The well-sortedness check is based on the information contained in the sorted sig- 
nature and is done inductively on the structure of formulae: 
_ variables are well-sorted; 
- a term f(tr,..., t,) is well-sorted exactly if f’s signature is of the form Si x . . . x 
S, -+ S and for all 1 <i <n, [fi] < Si holds; 
- an atomic formula P(ti, . . . , t,) is well-sorted exactly if P’s signature is of the form 
si x ... x S, and for all 1 d i <n, [ti] c Si holds (since _ = _ has signature U x U 
and sort predicates, S( _), the signatures S : U, equalities and atomic sort predicate 
formulae will all be well-sorted); 
- well-sortedness goes through connectives: if two formulae cp and $ are well-sorted, 
so are ~cp, cpAr+G and cpVt,b; 
- both universal and existential quantification ranges are subsorts of all those predicate 
signature sorts, where the quantified variable occurs; for example, Vx : SI, y : S2 . 
P(x, y,z) A -Q(x) is well-sorted, if for given sort signatures P : A x B x C and Q : D, 
we have Si <A, S1 <D and S2 -C B. 
Remember that computing the sort of a term and deciding subsort relations are both 
constant in time. Thus, checking well-sortedness of terms and atomic formulae takes 
linear time in the number of (outermost) arguments, irrespective of the nesting. Pivotal 
to this result is the explicitly non-polymorphic sort syntax. 
5. Resolution with sorts 
In the following we consider assisting the resolution prover to produce fewer use- 
less clauses. New clauses are formed when unification succeeds. More precisely, the 
unification engine returns to the resolution procedure a substitution which, when ap- 
plied, creates the new clauses. However, not all of these will be useful in proofs, 
especially not the ill-sorted ones. Thus, by restricting substitutions to well-sorted ones, 
we increase the control over the propagation of clauses. 
In order to prove closed, (well-)sorted formulae, we need both a modified procedure 
to normalise formulae within the sort system and a sorted version of the resolution 
prover. The former is straightforward and is encapsulated in the two theorems: 
Prenex Normal Form Theorem. Closed, order-sorted, jirst-order predicate logic for- 
mulae can be transformed to prenex-form by moving the quantijiers about as if the 
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restrictions (on the quantijiers) were not there, assuming all the occurring restrictions 
are non-trivial sorts. 
(In [X] a formal version of the theorem can be found; the proof, essentially, uses 
relativisation.) 
The Skolem Normal Form of a closed, sorted formula introduces a skolem function 
just as in the unsorted case, except that the skolem function is also given a signa- 
ture. For example, for the closed formula VX :X, y : Y . 3z : Z . cp(x, y,z) with cp(x, JJ,Z) 
in prenex-form, we choose a new function symbol k, create the skolemised formula 
Vx :X, y : Y . cp[z\k(x, y)], where all occurrences of z in the formula cp are replaced 
by k(x, y), and add the new function-signature k :X x Y + Z to the sorted signature. 
Below, the skolem normal form of a theory is the set of the skolem normal forms of 
each of the sentences in the theory. 
Skolem Normal Form Theorem. A theory (with its sorted signature) is satisjiable iJY 
its skolem normal form is satis$able. 
(The proof uses the usual model arguments, as can be found again in [8].) 
To assist in producing fewer useless clauses, the resolution prover needs no change 
in its outline; the actual modification can be restricted to the unification module. 
In essence, we use Frisch’s “substitutional framework for sorted deduction”, as in- 
troduced in [8]. In that sense, we leave the resolution procedures untouched and focus 
on unification. 
6. Order-sorted unification 
The main support given by the sort system comes from more failure reports during 
unification while working through a vast search space of possible solutions. This cuts 
down the search space itself, and so we arrive earlier at a conclusion (that is, at 
a contradiction). 
For the unification algorithm we will make use of the following definitions: 
- {Xl\h , . . . ,xn\tn} denotes a substitution where the variables xi are replaced by the 
terms ti. { } is the empty substitution (the identity). 
- Vars denotes the set of all variables, Vars(t) only those that occur in the term t. 
_ Remember that the sort-computation, [t], returns the sort of a term, t. 
_ In 9’, where < is a preorder, we define lower bounds of sorts: for B C 
9, 
lbs(F) := all the lower bounds of the set 9 
= {LEY[VFEP .L<F} 
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and maximal lower bounds of sorts: for 9 c Y 
support(g) := all the maximal lower bounds of 9 
= mar( &s(F)) 
= (A4 E Ibs(9-) 1 QL E lbs(F) . A4 <L + M N L} . 
Note that if a support contains a sort S, it contains its whole equivalence class. 
Both, lbs and support may be empty. 
Our order-sorted unification algorithm goes back to Robinson [17], except that now 
the third, successful case is broken up into further sub-cases where some will lead 
to failures. For the 111 algorithm, see Section 8. [22] showed us how to do it for 
the many-sorted case. There, for each pair (xx, t) of a variable and a sorted term as 
input, the unification algorithm terminates with failure indication if the pair is not 
“Z-unifiable” (C indicates the sorted signature). Otherwise, it terminates with a finite, 
complete and minimal set {pi,. . . , pn} of sort-unifiers, where pi = {X\Zi, t\zi} and zi 
are variables. The latter is the result of the last option of the third case in Walther’s 
algorithm: 
(3.5*) (i) for each Si Esupport([t], [x]) choose Zi a new variable 
which ranges over Si, i.e. [Zi] =Si 
(ii) raturn({{x\zi,t\zi}, . . . , {x\z,,t\z,))) 
Because of the finite number of solutions returned (together with completeness and 
minimal@), this unification is jinitary. 
Unfortunately, we might not have achieved very much for practical purposes: fini- 
tary unifications like Walther’s sometimes may cut the number of substitutions, but 
sometimes they might increase them by a number having no prior bound. An obvious 
way out is constraining the algorithm to become unitary, such that in each case, at 
most one substitution is returned. 
The proliferation of substitutions stems from multiple supports in step (3.5*), that is 
where two sorts have several, inequivalent, maximal lower bounds. Obviously, to re- 
quire the sorts Y to form a /\-semilattice (A is the meet induced by the preorder < ) 
preempts this problem and ensures a unitary unification. In fact, we can aim for some- 
thing slightly weaker than a /\-closure, namely that greatest lower bounds exist only 
if there exist lower bounds in the first place (effectively not requiring a bottom ele- 
ment). In that sense we loosen the terminology for /\-semilattice and r\-closure a little 
bit by referring to a greatest lower bound only “if there exist lower bounds”. Also 
remember the minor technicality that we operate over a preorder rather than an order 
relation. 
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Yet, assuming /\-closure on the sorts needs closer scrutiny if we want to stay rel- 
evant for practical applications. The question is, who ensures such a /\-closure on 
the sorts 9, as the sorted signature arises directly from practical applications. A first 
approach, to put the onus on application developers to ensure the /\-closure property 
on all their sorts, is not an option: typical practical applications draw the sorted sig- 
nature, including the sorts and their subsort relationships 9, from given problems 
at hand. We suggest that the (proof) system automatically A-close the given set 
of sorts. 
Note. As mentioned in Section 3, [5] allows one to work with a complete Boolean 
lattice structure on the sorts, which includes the operations glb, lub, disjointness 
and spanning. The implementation of the corresponding lattice completion could then 
be based on the efficient ideas in [l]. However, this convenient language extension 
comes, again, with a cost during resolution. New clauses have to be added to as- 
sure completeness of the sort theory. It would be interesting to see to what extent 
this lessens the power of the resolution. Moreover, as we already mentioned, we 
want to ensure that we allow application users to supply information, e.g. disjoint- 
ness of sorts, and at the same time, that we do not assume or require anything, e.g. 
we leave open whether two sorts are disjoint or not. Experience (e.g. applications in 
Section 11) also does not suggest an immediate need for such an extension of the sort 
language. 
7. /\-closure 
Given a collection of sorts y, its A-closure Y^is obtained by the following con- 
struction. 
For any finite set of sorts F csn Y, such that support(F) #0 (that is 
Zbs(9) # 0), let us define a new synthetic sort ( @‘Y) named A F (the symbol A, 
i.e. ‘greatest lower bound”, is justified by its properties (ii)- listed 
below). 
Note that for sets of sorts with no lower bounds, no new synthetic sort has been 
introduced. 
We now add these synthetic, greatest lower bounds to the original sorts: 
Y4:=9’u U {AF;) 
FCCfl”Y 
Two immediate observations can be drawn: 
?? The universal sort, U, can be defined as A 0. 
?? If 9 is finite, so is Y^(see also the note on implementation, Section 10). 
On Y^ we can also define a subsort preorder, denoted by <^: We take over the 
preorder in Y and place the new synthetic sorts “in the right position”, i.e. each 
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synthetic sort, A %, is given as subsort signature its place in Y’? 
(9 
and 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
for any S, T E Y 
with S-CT: 
S<-T 
for any set of sorts % Cfi, Y: 
for any M~support(%): MC/j% 
for any 3 (finite) 
that “screens” %: 
if support(%) is a single A % <* M 
equivalence class in 
Y then for any 
M E support(%) 
“Extends the original 
preorder, < ” 
“Lower bounds are smaller 
than ‘their’ synthetics” 
“Relates two synthetics 
according to their interpretation 
as glb” 
“glbs in ~7~ are greater 
than ‘their’ synthetics” 
where 29 “screens” % is defined as support(g) “covers” support(%), i.e. for all 
L E support(%) there exists a ME support(g) such that L CM. 
Like 9, YA refers to the extended sorts together with the preorder, <? 
Example. 
In Y: 
Zbs({S, T}) = {u, K W} 
support({S, T)) = {U, v) 
In Y^: 
lbs*( {S, T}) = {U, V, W, S A T) 
support^({S, T}) = {S A T} 
Remark. Since < is only a preorder, greatest lower bounds are unique only up to 
equivalence. In that sense, if a greatest lower bound exists already in Y, it will turn 
out to be equivalent to the new, synthetic one in the structure YA introduced below: 
gZb(%) -*A% (see property (h) below). 
The purpose of the A-construction is captured in 
A-closure Theorem. The once only, non-iterative construction of generating greatest 
lower bounds, 9 *, sufices to yield the required A-closure. 
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(The proof follows directly from property (g) below.) 
For the above example, this means that in Yglb({S, T}) does not exist, but in 
Yglb-({S, T}) N S A T. 
The following observations and properties about the /\-closed sorts lead to the above 
theorem and allow us, as shown below, to modify the order-sorted unification algorithm 
to become unitary. These properties are set up in such a manner that each follows 
readily from previous ones using simple, combinatorial reasoning. 
(a) For each sort, SE 9, A(S) . IS a new synthetic sort which is equivalent to S. 
In this sense, to each equivalence class in 9’ a new synthetic sort is added, which can 
be chosen as the representative of that equivalence class in YA. 
(b) For all S, T E 9’: S-c” T implies S < T. 
(For the proof, all the various subsort relationships as generated by (i)-(iv) are 
examined. ) 
Because the two preorders coincide on the original sorts 9, we will drop the decoration 
on the preorder symbol <-, and use < for both Y and 9’: 
(c) A % is a subsort of all ‘its’ sorts, i.e. for all FE 9: A 9 CF. 
In Y^ lower bounds are defined in the obvious manner: for Y? c Ye 
Ibs*(X) = all the lower bounds of the set 2 in Y* 
={LEYAIVHEA?.L<H}. 
The decoration cannot be dropped from Ibs^ since the lower bounds of a sort considered 
within 9’ differ from those considered within Y’Y However, 
(d) For % c 9, 9i CC” 9’: Zbs^(P U Ui {A 9;)) n Y= Zbs(9 U Ui Si) . 
(e) For % C Y, Bi Cbn 9’: Zbs^(.P U Ui {A Si}) = 8 @ ZbS(9 U UiQi) = 8. 
In Y^ we can now find all greatest lower bounds (unless no lower bounds exist); in 
fact, more strongly, greatest lower bounds on synthetic sorts can be expressed in terms 
of original sorts only: 
(f) For % c Y, ‘9 ch,, 9’: A (% U 3) is a greatest lower bound for % U {A 9) 
in Y. 
(g) In Y^ all greatest lower bounds exist unless there are no common lower bounds. 
(h) Those greatest lower bounds that exist in Y are equivalent to those in 9’: 
8. A unitary algorithm 
Let us now assume our sort theory to be closed under A. To obtain a sorted uni- 
fication algorithm which is unitary, we start out from Walther’s and modify his step 
(3.V, such that it returns only a single substitution. 
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The Unitary Order-Sorted Unification Algorithm ties the form: 
(1) if x= t then return({ }) (* identity *) 
(2) if x E Vars(t) then return( “failed”) 
(3.1) if [t] <[xl then return({x\t}) 
(3.2) if t $ Vars then return(“failed”) 
(3.3) if [x] c [t] then return({t\x}) 
(3.4) if h([t], [xl) = 8 then return(“failed”) 
(3.5) Let z be a new variable of sort [x] A [t]; return({x\z,t\z}) 
Remark. Terms which are created during resolution and which contain variables of 
synthetic sorts, are never used in a “result”. They are only used to be further unified 
and to eventually lead to a contradiction. Before introducing the /\-closure we achieved 
the same but more slowly, namely by creating several instances of those terms whereby 
the unified variables ranged over only one support sort at a time. 
8.1. Summary 
The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed order-sorted unification is captured 
in theory with the /\-closure Theorem, Section 7 above, where we guarantee a non- 
increase (and can expect a significant decrease) of clauses during the order-sorted 
unification with a non-iterative /\-closure of the sorts. In practice, the closure could be 
achieved very economically and incrementally, by being demand driven. 
9. Completeness of order-sorted RUE resolution 
Here we show that the resolution calculus as chosen for our verification tool, the 
RUE Resolution [6], is suitable to be “order-sorted”. We look for a theorem that 
corresponds to Robinson’s Resolution rule [17] (the prefix E indicates that the calculus 
respects equality and Z indicates a sorted signature): 
Order-Sorted RUE Resolution Rule. A theory cp is ZE-unsatis$able ifs cp ho. 
As explained earlier, we equip our resolution calculus with a sort system in Frisch’s 
“substitutional” approach [8]. In the following, we make the fairly general results of that 
work amenable to our situation, where we have a concrete sort system and a concrete 
deduction calculus. 
We can consider both the Order-Sorted RUE Resolution and the Relativisation 
Theorem (Section 2) as parts of the Sort Theorem Diagram (remember that here 
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a hat indicates the relativised form, see Section 2): 
cp is ZE-unsatisfiable 
(3) 
I 
$ u 2 is E-unsatisfiable 
(1) the desired completeness and soundness of C-RUE, 
(2) the completeness and soundness of RUE, 
(3) the model theoretic equivalence of introducing sorts, 
(4) the proof theoretic equivalence of introducing sorts. 
In this diagram, we want to obtain (I), but know only the unsorted version (2) 
from [6], and the correctness of relativisation (3), end of Section 2. In fact, the 
proof theoretic part (4) is usually obtained as a consequence of this diagram. (How- 
ever, [3] is an interesting exception; there sorted proofs are simulated in an unsorted 
calculus.) 
Since we can deduce the soundness of C-resolution, that is “+I’ of (1 ), directly from 
the soundness of each individual step (e.g. [21]), it remains to show completeness, that 
is “-+” of (1). 
We now follow Frisch’s argumentation. We show a variant of the standard proof for 
completeness of resolution. 
cp is CE-unsatisfiable (1) * %Xzo 
(5) 
I 1 
(7) 
pgr is CE-unsatisfiable (6) - %rbo 
Completeness is obtained by a reference to ground instances: First apply the Sorted 
Herbrand Theorem (5); then use the ground completeness (6); the final effort is then 
to lift the result back up to the non-ground level with a Lifting Theorem for Order- 
Sorted RUE (7). 
(5) Frisch’s Sorted Herbrand Theorem [8, Theorem 5.151 requires the relativised 
sorted signature 5, to “W-correspond to some model”. Since our sort system allows 
only simple sorts for quantification restrictions L%‘, by [8, Theorem 5.201 the condition 
is equivalent to the sorted signature having a “least Herbrand model”, and the latter 
is met by virtue of 2 being of “definite program” form (e.g. [15]). Note that the 
last assertion uses the fact that we need to consider only the sorted signature by 
itself. We also know that 2 consists merely of relativisations of signatures and subsort 
relationships (see Table 1 in Section 2). In particular, 2 does not contain any equalities 
and thus requires no special consideration for the least Herbrand model. 
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Directly, this means that for given clauses, their satisfiable sorted ground instances 
have satisfiable relativised ground clauses. The unsorted Herbrand Theorem then ap- 
plies. It also yields a model for the original sorted clauses. 
(6) Order-sorted resolution is the same as unsorted resolution on ground clauses: 
since no quantifications are involved, no sorts appear in ground clauses. Hence, com- 
pleteness of unsorted RUE ([6]) implies completeness of order-sorted ground RUE, 
i.e. unsatisfiable order-sorted ground clauses can be resolved under RUE to the empty 
clause. 
(7) In [6] RUE is lifted from ground to non-ground instances following the standard 
Lifting Theorem for Resolution. If we restrict all occurring substitutions and related 
concepts to be well-sorted (for example the substitutions that are returned from the 
order-sorted unification algorithm), we obtain a Lifting Theorem for an order-sorted 
RUE. For this modified lifting theorem the original proof can be reused, because the 
basic properties on substitutions required in the original proof also hold on the well- 
sorted substitutions alone. 
10. Implementation issues 
The presented resolution calculus has been successfully implemented and used as 
part of our formal software verification tools. While the adaptation of the main resolu- 
tion and unification algorithm were straightforward, the new concept of synthetic sorts 
needed more careful thought. 
When we implemented the /\-closure on sorts for our formal software verification 
tool we were fairly economical. Synthetic sorts were created and progressively added 
to the sorted signature only as needed in the course of unification, step (3.5). 
That is, a new sort is created only when a greatest lower bound of a set of sorts is 
needed and is not already amongst the sorts. To properly update the subsort preorder 
in this incremental manner, one needs to add to the subsort relationships (i)-(iv) in 
Section 7 the reverse of (iii), namely to say which previously included synthetic sorts 
are subsorts of the current synthetic sort. When all the synthetic sorts are considered 
simultaneously, as is done in Section 7, this case is covered by (iii) when applied in 
turn to all synthetic sorts. 
11. Applications 
11.1. Two classical problems: Steamroller and Salt & Mustard 
Solving the classical, puzzle-like deduction problem Schubert’s Steamroller [20] with 
our theorem prover is indicative of the state of the prover in two ways. Firstly, it is 
known that the Steamroller has best solutions with an order-sorted formulation, and 
our prover indeed lives up to that expectation. Secondly, and very encouragingly for 
the practical use, the formulated problem is not too far from what (part of) formal 
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software specifications look like. That is, the Steamroller Problem bears relevance to 
the typical problems in the application. 
Just as the Steamroller manifests the success of the introduced sort system, so does 
Lewis Carroll’s Salt & Mustard problem [4] indicate its limitations. For Salt & Mus- 
tard stronger sort properties than just subsorting should be exploited, namely not only 
preorder but a complete lattice structure. Then a property like a sort being the dis- 
joint union of other sorts could be expressed with a signature and used by the sort 
reasoner. While the notion of disjoint union is rather simple as a concept, as addi- 
tional expressiveness to our sort system it weakens the sort reasoner - to what extent 
still needs to be investigated. But also, experience has yet to show how common 
and significant such “lattice” sort information is in the typical problems from our 
application. 
11.2. The Data Logger case study 
Data Logger is a case study in CARE, the verified software development method 
[ 10, 1 I], whose theorem prover implemented the ideas of this paper. The problem is 
based on an actual capability in an embedded medical device where software logs the 
recent history of events of the device. [14] contains a detailed description of it. We 
would like to point out a rather typical observation, namely that the sorts hierarchy 
is not very involved. In this case study, all the sorts used are totally unrelated except 
for the bounded Index which is a subsort of IndexPlus and Size; IndexPlus, whose 
bound is one higher than that of Index, is itself a subsort of Nat; and Size, another 
subsort of Nat, limits the size of the records logged. 
It is such disparateness that the sorted theorem prover takes good advantage of. 
The order-sortedness, on the other hand, turned out to be felt more by the software 
developers. It required more careful attention in the setup of the theory (that is, the 
specification in the context of the case study), such as finding the right theory for the 
+ operation on indices which have an upper bound. 
11.3. A software development: Parser 
Harwood presents in [9] the development of a parser for a new version of the CAKE 
toolset. Citing from that paper, his goal “is to have and use a provably correct parser”. 
And as for the assessment, again a quote from there: “The theorem prover built into the 
Minder (the main tool of CARE), is fully automatic. It is a resolution prover and is Not 
Terribly Bright. Nevertheless, it proved everything it needed to in this development 
very quickly and the argument for something more sophisticated is not supported by 
evidence from this development. (The only time it had trouble was when a refinement 
was wrong.. .)” (Our emphasis.) 
Similar to the above case study, weeding out futile unifications early on is of major 
importance for successful resolution proving for actual applications, which always very 
quickly grow fairly involved. For the parser, eighteen unrelated sorts were used with 
only a few subsorts. The number may grow when all the interfacing that surrounds a 
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parser is taken into account. Most noteworthy is the refinement of the sort Act for the 
different actions that can take place for some found symbol. Act is spanned by the 
disjoint subsorts Shift, ShiftReduce, Reduce, Default and Jump. While the presented 
sort system can handle such a structure, it does not really support it, neither conve- 
niently by providing a concise notation nor effectively by involving the sort reasoner 
rather than leaving it up to the predicates. While this marks a natural example for the 
extension of our sort system indicated below [9] also makes it clear that an extension 
is not necessary. 
11.4. What was it worth? 
Work on the CARE project gave rise to developing the system described in this 
paper. Its usefulness and necessity are for the following reasons. Firstly, the language 
allows for equality and sorts, which matches well the needs of software specifications. 
Secondly, an earlier verification system had all sort information relativised and then 
applied a plain RUE theorem prover. While non-restrictive, its proving strength was 
fairly limited. Only small examples could be solved and desired actual problems like 
the two cited above, Data Logger and Parser, were far beyond its proving capacity. 
12. Conclusion and future work 
For our particular application in formal software verification, we presented a simple, 
but sufficiently expressive sort system which allows for a powerful sort reasoner to be 
added to a RUE Resolution prover. While we could build on an existing method, the 
hybrid model, to equip the resolution calculus with a sort system, special considera- 
tions were needed to adapt and effectively incorporate the existing research expertise 
into a coherent working system fit to be used in a sensitive application, such as our 
software verification tool. In particular, we demonstrated how the theoretically useful 
assumption of /\-closure of the sort system, which ensures unitary unification, can be 
met in practice. And on a more fundamental note, we showed the viability of the 
proposed approach by proving that the Order-Sorted RUE Resolution is a complete 
calculus. Amongst other things, the proof made clear that RUE Resolution is suitable 
for a modular technique as in the substitutional framework used. 
This paper constitutes the theoretical framework on which the core of the theorem 
prover in our software verification tool is based. During implementation it has become 
apparent to us that parts of the theorem prover other than resolution could and should 
profit from the sort system. We anticipate further improvements from permitting only 
well-sorted substitutions during simplification; for instance, by using a sorted version 
of Knuth-Bendix. To further strengthen resolution we want to investigate how we can 
use the sort system to provide a “purity principle” for the equality predicate (something 
like the powerful purity principle we have for (non-equality) predicates [7]). Finally, as 
indicated above, it would be interesting to investigate the viability of extending the sort 
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structure to a complete Boolean lattice (using ideas of [5]) to increase expressiveness 
(and convenience) of the sort signature and the power of the sort theory. 
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